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o. SUMMARY

In this report a way to implement serial
of digitized video signals is presented.
used is 54 Mbit/s and the format is
transmission via a satellite channel.

Synchronization is achieved by using a frame
synchronization algorithm. The algorithm is derived
from the standard CCITT algorithm for the second order
mUltiplexing in a digital telephone network. This new
algorithm shows improved lock behaviour at high BER's
compared to the CCITT algorithm.

A second framesynchronization algorithm was
developed to transmit the videosynchronization signals.
This algorithm is very simple compared to the CCITT
algorithm but has nevertheless an excellent
performance.

A serializer and a deserializer were built and
tested in this graduation project. The serializer and
deserializer use the algorithms mentioned above. To
test the serializer/deserializer a channel simulator
for the binary symmetric channel was built.

Finally a short quality assesment test has been
made to get an impression of the performance of the
total system. Results indicate that a BER of 10-5 is
necessary to reproduce a picture without additional
impairment. The test was performed using a ratio
estimation procedure. A comparison is made between the
ordinal impairment procedure and the ratio-estimation
procedure.
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1. LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

A(z)

A I (z)

BER

BPSK

BSC

BUFCHP

BUFOE

BUFWE

B-Y

CCIR

CCITT

DCT

DPCM

EBU

ECL

EQUAL

FEQ

FM

GEQ

k

Transfer function in the z domain

Derivative of the transfer function

Bit error rate

Biphase shift keying

Binary sYmmetric channel

Group buffer switch pulse

Group buffer output enable signal

Group buffer write enable signal

Colour difference signal blue minus
luminance

Commitee Consultatif International
de Radiotelecommunication

Commitee Consultatif International
de Telegrafie et Telefonie

Symbol information capacity

Number of data bits per frame

Discrete Cosine Transformation

Delta Pulse Code Modulation

European Broadcast Union

Emitter Coupled Logic

Pulse when a marker is found in the
serial bit stream

Pulse when a frame header is found
in the parallel byte stream

Frequency Modulation

Pulse when a group header is found
in the parallel byte stream

Hamming distance between the
vectors X and y

Number of checks in CCITT algorithm
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LI

M
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Frame length, L = M + D

Lock Indicator

Marker seen as vector

Marker length in bits

multi-PSK Multi Phase Shift Keying

OOK

PARDAT

PARCLK

PCM

PLL

PSK

Po

QPSK

R

I:(t)

On Off Keying

Probability of Acquisition

Programmable Array Logic

Parallel Data byte stream

Parallel Clock of 16.15625 MHz

Probability of Acquisition in One
Pass

Pulse Code Modulation

Probability of bit errors

Probability of false lock

probability of False Acquisition
on Data

Probability of the marker being
detected at the h-th bit in the
frame

Phase Locked Loop

Phase Shift Keying

Probability of True Acquisition
on the marker

Probability of the marker being
detected at the right position
(the o-th bit in the frame)

Quarternary Phase Shift Keying

Information Rate of a code

Received vector of bits with a
length M



RESET

RESET/8

RGB

Rsym

R-Y

Sa(z)

So(z)

SERCLK

SERCLK/8

SERDAT

SERSTART

SIN

START/8

SYNCOE

t

T

Tfalse
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Synchronization pulse from the
bytelock unit

RESET pulse adapted to the
SERCLK/8 clock signal

The three primary colour signals
Red, Green and Bleu

Information Rate of a sYmbol code

Colour difference signal Red minus
luminance

Transfer function of acquisition
of lock

Transfer function of staying in
lock

Serial Clock of 54 MHz

Serial Clock divided by eight
6.75 MHz

Serial Data bit stream

Start pulse adapted to the SERCLK
clock signal

Signal to Noise ration

Start pulse adapted to the
SERCLK/8 clock signal

output Enable of Syncword prom

Time

Bit length in seconds

Time before correct lock occurs

Time before false synchronization
occurs

1) Frame length in seconds
2) Time before unlock occurs due

to strong fading

Time before false synchronization
occurs

Time before lock occurs
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Tz

v

VCXO

y

z
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Time before lock occurs

Time before a false lock situation
is detected

Mean time before lock occurs from
all starting states

Time before unlock occurs

Time before loss of lock occurs
due to bit errors

Length of marker in bits

Voltage Controled Cristal
Oscillator

Luminance signal

Complex frequency in the Z
transformation
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3. INTRODUCTION

Until recently, television signals were distributed via
earthbounded transmitters which were placed on high
towers. The modulation scheme used is VSB modulation.
Every television receiver needed its own antenna. In
the last ten years the private antenne was replaced by
central antennas like in CAl systems and also cable
television was introduced.

Cable television makes the distribution of
television signals via a satellite attractive. In that
case the high costs of a satellite receive terminal can
be shared by many customers.

A second development in recent years is the
digital processing of television signals. At Philips
TV-lab an experimental setup system is already realized
that incorporates various realtime datacompression
techniques. One of the more promising techniques is the
use of the Discrete Cosine Transformation. This
technique is also incorporated in the test setup along
with an error correcting code using a Reed Solomon
code.

After digitizing and compression of the signals
the need to transport these digitized signal arises. In
this report a way to transmit these signals as serial
data is presented. The design goal was to transmit the
data via a satellite channel.

Chapter 4 and 5 give a short review of some properties
of a television signal and clarifies the working of the
test setup. Chapter 6 deals with some properties of a
digital satellite channel and presents a way to
simulate this channel using a biterror generator.

with the theoretical derivation of some
framing algorithms. The way these
implemented in hardware is shown in

After hardware realization, two short tests were made
to get an idea of the performance of the total
transmission system. The way this was done and the
testresults are given in chapter 10. Finally some
conclusions are given in chapter 11 and some
suggestions for future research in chapter 12.
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4. THE ANALOG VIDEO SIGNAL

4.1. A television picture

A television picture can be considered as a two
dimensional projection of a three dimensional scene.
This picture can be described by a function f(x,y).
This function represents the brightness and colour of
the picture at point (x,y). To transmit this
information as a one dimensional timefunction f(t) the
picture is scanned with horizontal lines by a video
camera.

In the receiver a reproduction of the picture is
retrieved by using the same scanning pattern. To ensure
this same scanning pattern, timing information is added
to the function f(t). This information is known as
synchronization signals.

4.2. Monochrome versus colour

When television just had been invented only the
brightness was transmitted, so only a monochrome
picture could be reconstructed by the receiver.
Research has shown that the human eye is only sensitive
in the three primary colours red, green and blue. This
means that all the colours can be represented by a
weighted sum of the three primary colours. So a colour
camera consists in reality of three cameras, one for
each primary colour. These three cameras produce three
one dimensional timefunctions ret), get) and bet), the
RGB signals.

To ensure colour television to be compatible with
monochrome television these colour signals are not
transmitted separately. Instead the sum of the three
colour signals is transferred. This is in fact the
brightness of the monochrome signal. For the colour
information two difference signals R-Y and B-Y are
modulated on a subcarrier wich will not show on a
monochrome receiver. The Y signal is called the
luminance signal and R-Y and B-Y the chrominance
signals.

4.3. The scanning principle

A television picture is scanned from the top to the
bottom with horizontal lines. The whole picture
consists of 625 lines. The scanning frequency is 25
pictures per second wich gives the human eye the
impression of a continuously moving picture. A complete
picture of 625 lines is called a frame.

Due to the short afterglow television screens a
rate of 25 pictures per seconds leads to visible
flicker. To avoid this problem first the odd lines are
scanned and then the even lines. This results in a
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flicker frequency of 50 Hz,
scanning frequency. This
interlacing.

without
principle

increasing
is known

the
as

4.4. Synchronization

To make a good reconstruction of the original picture
there must be a system to synchronize the scanning
pattern at the receiver with that one of the camera.

Active
video
information

Sync.

~---:;:;:.p.------+.--t-- 64/'S ~

Fig. 4.1. The video signal of one line,
together with sync signals

a a a a a a a a a a
Start of first, odd field
Start of a frame

a a a a a a a a a a
Start of second, even field

Fig. 4.2. The vertical sync information
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The format of one line of a video signal is displayd in
figure 4.1. Since there are 625 in a picture and 25
pictures per second this yields a line frequency of
15.625 lines per second.

We can distinguish two types of synchronization
signals. At the beginning of each line there is a
negative puIs with a length of 12 ~s and a depth of 0.3
V, the H-pulse. After each 312.5 lines a vertical
synchronisation pUlse is added, the V-pulse. Its format
is displayed in figure 4.2. As it has a duration of
several line-times, these lines can not be displayed at
the receive screen. So around these V-pulses there are
blanking periods of 2.5 lines before the V-puIs and
22.5 lines after the V-pulse.

In figure 4.3 the format of a whole video-frame is
displayed. It is divided in two subframes which are

irst. odd

field

econd. even

field

22.5 blank lines

287.5 visible lines f

)~hl~nk l;np~

22.5 blank lines

287.5 visible lines s

2.5 blank lines

horizontal blank
period

Fig. 4.3. The format of a whole video frame

called fields. The way to distinguish between the two
fields is that at the start of the first odd field the
H-pulse coincides with the V-pulse. At the start of the
even field the falling edge of the V-puIs is halfway
between two H-pulses. That is in the centre of line 312
(see fig. 4.2.).
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5. THE DIGITAL VIDEO SIGNAL

In several graduation projects a digital video system
was developed. A block diagram of this system is
displayed in figure 5.1. In this chapter the most
important features of the system will be discussed.

5.1. The timeplex coder

The analog video signal is provided by a dia scanner.
This dia scanner provides the three color signals RGB
and ·the necessary synchronization signals. In the coder
these signals are first changed to Y,R-Y,B-Y in a
colour matrix. After lowpass filtering, these signals
are sampled with three separate S-bit AjD converters.

The Y signal is sampled with a rate of 12 MHz. The
R-Y and B-Y signals are sampled with a frequency of 4
MHz. The R-Y and B-Y signals can be sampled with a
lower frequency because the human eye is more sensitive
for details in the brightness then for details in the
colour information.

The sampling is done only in the active part of a
line. This makes a total of 600 Y, 200 R-Y and 200 B-Y
samples per line. These samples of Y,R-Y and B-Y
information are then time multiplexed in the format
which is displayed in figure 5.2. To switch buffers
between the Y, R-Y and B-Y information extra blanking
samples are added. I.e. S between the Y, R-Y and B-Y
information and lS between the lines. This yields a
total of 1034 samples per line. Since one line has a
duration of 64 us the transmission rate of these
samples is 16.15625 Mbytejs.

5.2. The transform coder

So far no real data reduction has been applied. The
only reduction is the lower sampling rate of the R-Y
and B-Y components compared to the Y signal. If the RGB
signals would have been used, these signals would have
to be sampled with 12 MHz each. This would yield lS00
samples per line. So a factor 1.S is achieved by using
the Y,R-Y abd B-Y signals.

In a television picture the brightness and the
colour of a pixel is correlated to those of its
surrounding pixels (a pixel is the position of a sample
in the picture). By using this property in the
transform coder data reduction is achieved. The picture
is subdivided into blocks of S x S pixels and Discrete
Cosine Transformation is applied on these blocks of 64
pixels.
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COEFFICIENT
PROCFSSOR

Sy;\c.

ADAPI'IVECODER
(part 2)

l---ooIIyoc.

Fig. 5.1. Blockdiagram of the system
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9 8 8 9,
,~r---------------.......,~~------,~~------,'l.

: ~ 600 V-SAMPLES i 200 U-SAMPLES ~ 200 V-SAMPLES ~:
,II .. ~ II
I~ ~ K ~

~ H-PULS

,- UNE TIME •

Fig. 5.2. The digital TOM data format

5.2.1. The discrete cosine transformation

pixels
remove
OCT is

fixed

8
to
The
has

The OCT transforms these sub-images of 8 x
into another domain, in which it is easier
the correlation and reduntant information.
unitary separable and deterministic (i.e.
basis vectors) [12,13,14,15].

If one component (say the Y comp.) in 8 x 8 block is
represented by

f(k,l) k,l : 0 •• 7

and the transformed image by

F(m,n) m,n : 0 •• 7

then the relation between f(k,l) and F(m,n) follows
from,

i j
F(m,n) = E E f(i,j)A(i,j,m,n)

i=O j=O
(3.1)

and because the OCT is seperable,

A(i,j,m,n) = A (i,j)A (j,n)

with A = A = 12 CCn) cosCn~/8Ci + %»
8

(3.2)

(3.3)
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\/2 n = 0

and C(n) =

1 n = 1 .. 7

where A represents the OCT transform matrix.
The inverse OCT equals the OCT except for a constant.
A can easily be calculated from 3.3

An image of 64 pixels is decomposed into 64 basic sub
images as shown in figure 5.3.

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

o

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Fig. 5.3. The 64 basic images of the OCT

The OCT is very well suited for data reduction in
television pictures. The main reason is that most
natural pictures consist of lowdetail information. As a
result, the OCT maps most information onto just a few
coefficients.
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A second reason is that the human eye is not very
sensitive for high details in a picture (a colour
television would not work if this was not the case).
For this reason the coefficients which represent high
frequency information can quantized into a few levels
or can even be ommitted.

The nUmber of bits needed to represent each sub-image
of figure 5.3. is given in figure 5.4.

o

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

012 3 4 567

a 7 6 5 544 0

7 7 654 430

6655443 0

65444 300

54444 000

543 3 3 000

4 4 3 3 3 000

444 3 0 0 0 0

luminance

01234 567

a 7 6 554 3 0

65554 3 0 0

655 4 4 3 0 0

5 4 4 4 300 0

433 300 0 0

3 3 0 000 0 0

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

000 000 0 0

chrominance

Fig. 5.4. Number of bits needed for each basic image

From figure 5.4. is deduced that for the representation
of a Y sUb-image 205 bits are necessary and 132 for a
R-Y or B-Y sub-image. For the original sub-image a
total of 512 bits was necessary. On the average this
amounts to a data reduction from a bits per pixel to
2.75 bits per pixel.

A block diagram of the transform coder and decoder
is given in figure 5.5.

5.2.2. The blockformer

The first operation in the transform coder is to change
the data format as shown in figure 5.2. into a format
on which the OCT can easily be performed. This is done
in the block-former. It writes a succesive lines into a
buffer. The data from each a x a pixel block is read in
such a way that the blocks are outputted column by
column. This format is given in figure 5.6. The data
from a lines together will be called a-line group
CaL-group) from now on. At the start of each aL-group a
startpulse is generated for synchronization purposes.
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A problem is that a videoframe consists of 625
lines. Divided by 8 this yields to 78.125 8L-groups.
Therefor the last line of each videoframe and the first
8L-group of the next videoframe are put together in a
single 9L-group. This 9L group contains no valid
information since it is in the blanking period of a
television picture.

OCT CODER

OCT DECODER

Fig. 5.5. The OCT and Channel Coder

11,1, r-- ~-------------_;64 64r-- ..,1~4

I!> 7S Ba8 V-El.OCKS ~ 258.8 U-BlOCKS ~ 258.8 V-BlOCKS L.
L. II....
" ". Iol~ I( ~ lI.

START-PU.S

8- LINE TIME

-
" .., .

I •
I
v. .

"-ll.e ..~••--¥

• •

512 uS

Fig. 5.6. The output of the block former
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There still is no data reduction
data are only rearranged in order. An
duration of 512 us and consist of 8000
272 blanking bytes.

5.2.3. The PCT coder

achieved, the
8L-group has a
data bytes and

Th+ next four blocks given in figure 5.5. perform the
PCT. This is done by two matrix mUltiplications and one
matrix transposition. The multiplication expands the
8 bits per pixel to 12 bits per coefficient. These
coefficients are then transmitted to the channel coder
in the format given in figure 5.7.

144 64r--~~::o:-=--~4..----------, 144
~ ..--------7S-BlOC--K-S-------....,'~ ~ 81..00<5 ~ 25 BLOCKS !
~ y- COEFFICIENTS : U-COEFFICIENTS : V-COEFFICIENTS ~

~ "'''''J
· ... .. "·- .. . .·· ....... .· .

....8 coti'f,~_t

..rru':j

Fig. 5.7. The output of the transform coder

Although data reduction has been aimed for as
descrived in section 3.2.1. there really has been data
expansion. A 8L-group which consisted formerly of 8000
8-bit words consists now of 8000 12-bit words. This is
an expansion by a factor 1.5. Of these 96000 bits
many are redundant, but nevertheless they all are
transmitted.

5.3. The channel coder

In this partthe transmission system the real data
reduction is performed. Furthermore to protect the
information against transmission errors an error
correcting code is used.
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5.3.1. The error correcting code

The design goal for the error-correcting code was that
the picture quality should be improved from
'unacceptable' to at least an image quality that can be
described as 'perceptable but not annoying' distortion.

SUbjective qualifications as 'unacceptable' can
not be measured directly. An objective qualification of
a digital link is the Bit Error Rate (BER). This is the
number of bits received erronous, normalized on the
number of transmitted bits.

To translate these subjective terms in the Bit
Error Rate (BER) a viewing test was performed with
different BER's [17]. The bit errors were generated by
a channel simulator. This test showed clearly that the
distortion was 'perceptable but not annoying' if the
BER was smaller than 10-7 • Furthermore an
'unacceptable' quality was reached when the BER
exceeded 10-4 [17]. This means that the error
correcting code should be able to improve the BER from
10-4 to 10-7

A second design goal is that the code should be
able to correct error bursts up to 11 bits. This is
derived from the characteristics of a satellite trans
mission channel. In a satellite channel very long
periods with low BER occur separated by short periods
with high BER.

The code used is a fourfold interleaved Reed
Solomon code over GF(2 4). This code can correct bursts
up to 13 bit and has a rate of 84%. This is very near
the Reiger bound [16]. If this code is used over a
channel with BER = 10-4 the resulting residual error
rate is the same as a channel with a BER of 2.6 10-7
and no error-correction used.

Furthermore the interleaving and implementation of
the RS-code where chosen in such a way that an error in
any Y, R-Y or B-Y block can never corrupt more than one
block.

5.3.2. The data reduction

Before the error correcting code can be applied, the
data reduction must be performed. This is done in the
following way. First, from each coefficient only the
relevant bits are taken according to the table in
figure 5.4. The coefficients differ now in length from
8 bits to zero bits. These coefficients are then
combined to obtain words of a constant length (8 bits).
In this way the information is put together in a
minimum number of bytes. The length of a Y block which
was 64 12-bit words is reduced to a block of 26 bytes.
The R-Y and B-Y blocks are reduced to 17 bytes.
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5.3.3. The calculation of the residue bytes

Next the RS-code is applied on each block. This
leads to 4 residue bytes per block. These are placed
directly after the information bytes of each block.
This changes the block length to 30 bytes for a Y block
and 22 bytes for a R-Y or B-Y block (the RS-code can in
this case only be applied on an even number of bytes
[16]) •

5.3.4. The data format after channel coding

An 8L-group consists of 75 Y, 25 U and 25 V blocks.
This yields a total of 3350 bytes. After the block
former this was 8272 so data reduction by a factor 2.47
has been achieved. After an 8L-group startpulse the
number of the 8L-group in the videoframe is transmitted
as the first byte. Next the 3350 data bytes are
transmitted. The rate used is still 16.15625 Mbyte/s.
This takes 208 miccro seconds. During the rest of the
duration of the 8L-roup (512 ~s) no valid information
is transmitted. The data format at the output of the
channel coder is given in figure 5.8.

J data !blank I3351 bytes 4921 bytes
208 us 304 us

-U start lJpulse

512 us

Fig. 5.8. The output of the channel coder

5.4. The channel simulator

The databytes are transmitted parallel from the channel
coder to the channel decoder. In the final transmission
system this parallel format cannot be used but some
form of serial transmission will be used. In this link
errors will occur. In the parallel channel currently in
use virtually no errors occur. To study the effects of
transmission errors a channel simulator was built [17).
With this simulator it was possible to introduce random
bit and error bursts. The channels simulated were a
memoryless and non-memoryless channel. The quality
measurements mentioned in section 5.3.1. were made with
this simulator.
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5.5. The rest of the experimental system

The channel decoder, OCT decoder and time demultiplexer
perform mainly the inverse operation of their
counterparts. The result is again the RGB signals and
the synchronization signal which are used as input for
a highquality video monitor.
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6. THE CHANNEL

At the start of this graduation project a definition of
the problems to be solved, was made. In this definition
the transmission channel was assumed to be a satellite
link. By reading the reports of former graduees it
became clear that they made a much wider approach. In
those reports the following list with possible channels
was included:

a) a radio link (satellite)
b) a coaxial cable
c) a glass-fibre link

In this graduation project no attention is paid to the
channel type or modulation scheme. Instead a
serializer/deserializer had to be designed in such a
way that all three channel types are still possible.

This is done by serializing the parallel data to
one single serial bitstream. If the data has to be
modulated as two bitstreams like in QPSK, this problem
can be solved in the modulator/demodulator.

6.1. A satellite channel

A satellite link consists of three parts. The transmit
earthstation, the satellite repeater and the receive
earthstation. The transmit earthstation transmits a
high power signal to the satellite. This is called the
uplink. The satellite then retransmits the signal at
another frequency with far less power than the transmit
station to the receive stations. In such a receive
station a receiver with low noise temperature is used
to amplifie the received signal from the satellite.
This part is called the downlink.

In the satellite signal processing is done by a
frequency converter in combination with a power
amplifier. This is usually called a transponder. Modern
communication satellites contain several transponders
in different frequency bands.

In radio communications the digital data are
modulated on a carrier. A widely used modulation
scheme is four phase shift keying (QPSK). The
performance of such a digital radio link is expressed
by the BER (see chapter 5). The BER is a function of
the signal to noise ratio (S/N) at the receiver.

One of the characteristics of a satellite channel
is that the SIN ratio degrades during relatively short
periods. The variation in SIN due to weather conditions
is normally only a few dB depending on the relative
humidity of the atmosphere. But in heavy rainstorms the
loss in SIN can rise to more than ten dB during short
periods. It is clear that any communication system
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should operate correctly during most of the time and
may fail only under the most extreme degradations of
S/N. From these requirements estimations are made about
the necessary S/N under clear sky conditions.

6.2. QPSK modulation

can be
called
keying

bits
then

shift

Digital data cannot be transmitted directly over a
radio channel. They are modulated on a carrier. A
simple way to do this would be 100% amplitude
modulation or on/off keying (ooK). This has two
disadvantages. First the bandwidth needed is almost
twice the bitrate and secondly in times of severe
degradation the decision level of the detector must be
adjusted.

A better modulation method is biphase shift keying
(BPSK). In BPSK the phase transmitted in case of a zero
bit is shifted 180 degrees frome the phase transmitted
as a one. The advantage is now that with degradation of
S/N the decision level has not to be adjusted. But
still the same bandwidth as in OOK is necessary.

A third modulation method is four phase shift
keying or quadriphase shift keying (QPSK). In this case
bit pairs are transmitted as one out of four carrier
phases. So the needed bandwidth is halved in respect to
BPSK. This is a great advantage since in satellite
communications bandwidth is a costly resource.
Compared to ooK and BPSK a better S/N is needed to
achieve the same BER but the gain in bandwidth is far
more important.

In simular way three or even more
modulated as one carrier phase. This is
eight phase shift keying or multiphase
(multi-PSK).

6.1.3. The BSC model

If measurements or predictions of the error behaviour
of a digital transmission channel have to be made,
first a channel model has to be derived. In all PSK
modulation techniques the probability of a one changing
into a zero is assumed to be equal to the probability
of a zero changing into a one. So the behaviour of the
digital channel is sYmmetric. Therefore this channel is
called a Binary SYmmetric Channel (BSC).

A diagram of this model is given in figure 6.1. If
the probability of a bit error is p then the
probability of a bit being received correctly is l-p.
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1-P
1~-----"",,------;J1

oCF------.......-----~O
1-P

Fig. 6.1. The model of the BSC

6.4 Simulating the BSC

When testing transmission systems with different bit
error rates it is not practical to use real channels
(e.g. satellite or radio links) for this purpose. First
it would be a very expensive way to test the system and
secondly the BER cannot accurately be controlled.

It is better to use a channel simulator. A channel
simulator of the BSC consists of an error generator and
an error insertion device. The BER on the BSC can now
be controlled if there is a way to control the error
rate from the generator.

6.4.1. A Pseudo Random Generator

In [17] a description of a pseudo random error
generator is given. The block diagram of such an error
generator is given in figure 6.2. The generator
polynomes used for the shiftregisters with feedback
are:

X33 + X13 + 1

and

X31 + X6 + 1

These two shiftregisters have a repetition cycle of
233_1 respectively 231_1 clockperiods. In a total cycle
all the combinations of the 33 (31) bits (except the
allzero combination) can occur. Therefore the
probability of a one occuring in any of the flipflops
is close to p = 1/2.

The total cycle time of the error generator is the
product of the two individual cycle times. This makes a
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33

AND 1--_

Fig. 6.2. The block diagram of an error generator

cycle of 1.84 1019 clockperiods. With a clockrate of 54
MHz this means a period of 3.5 loll seconds or 11,000
year.

When the contents of a flipflop of one of the
shiftregisters is compared with the contents of one of
the other shiftregister, the probability that the two
flipflops have a different contents is also close to
1/2. The output of an exor is one in that case. When
the contents of two flipflops of each register is
compared, the probability of both exor's having a one
as output is 1/4. So if the contents of n flipflops
from each register is compared then the probability of
all exor's having a one as output is (1/2)n. When all
these exor's are taken together in an AND network the
error rate at the output of this network will be
(1/2)n. The error rate is be controlled by selecting
the number of exor's that are connected to the AND
network.

6.4.2. Error insertion

Bit errors are inserted in the serial bit stream by an
exor gate. The block diagram of such an error-insertion
device is given in figure 6.3. The data and the error
pUlses are put to an exor gate. If the output of the
error generator is one then that particular bit is
inverted.
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LINE
DRIVER

SERDAT OUT

Fig. 6.3. The block diagram of the error insertion
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7. THEORIE ON FRAMELQCK MECHANISMS

An important problem with transmitting serial data
is that it must be possible to reconstruct the original
parallel words that are embedded in the serial data
stream. This means there must be a way to detect where
in the datastream a word begins and ends. A word in
this context is a sequence of bits of fixed length
which is used in the parallel data format.

7.1. The start-stop algorithm

A commonly used system is the start-stop
algorithm. In this algorithm the channel is idle
between two words. In effect between two words only l's
or O's are transmitted. A word starts with a startbit
Which has the opposite value of the idle stream. After
the startbit the bits of the word are transmitted at a
fixed rate. At the end of a word the channel
must at least be idle one bitlength (known as stopbit).
Values of 1.5, and 2 bits are also used. The channel
may also be idle for a longer period.

The advantage of this start-stop algorithm is the
easy implementation. There is no need for a common
clock frequency for the data rate. Differences in the
clock frequencies up to a few percent are allowed. This
algorithm is for this reason also known as asynchronous
serial transmission.

The disadvantage of this algorithm is its low
rate. A very common used word length is 8 bit (a byte).
If we use one stopbit the maximum rate of this
algorithm is 80 percent. with a word length of 5 bits
and 1.5 stopbit like in telex the rate is 67 percent.
This is no problem if the data rate is low or the
bandwith large compared to the data rate. In satellite
channels we cannot afford the lUxury to spend 20
percent or more on timing information.

7.2. Synchronous transmission

In synchronous transmisseion the serialized words
are transmitted directly after each other. No loss is
made on the start and stop bits as with the start-stop
algorithm. Now two other problems arise. First the two
clocks at the transmit side and at the receive side
must be absolutely synchronous (i.e. in frequency and
in phase). Secondly another way to find the beginning
and ending of the words in the serial datastream must
be found. The usual way to do this is by inserting
synchronization words into the datastream at regular
intervals. At the deserializer there is a locking
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mechanism which searches for these synchronization
words. The overhead in synchronization information is
reduced to a few percent in this way. In the rest of
this chapter some properties of such a synchronization
scheme will be investigated.

7.3. Framelock mechanisms

7.3.1. The comma solution

The purpose of a framelock mechanism is to
retrieve the original datawords from the serial
datastream. It is assumed that the clock recovery is
absolute, so no bit slips will occur. One possible
solution is to use sYmbols of fixed length and use one
of these sYmbols as a comma. This means that the comma
sYmbol may not be duplicated in the datasYmbols. Here
only binary sYmbols will be considered. If we give the
sYmbol a length of n bits then the capacity of such a
sYmbol will be

(1)

bits per sYmbol since with n bits 2n sYmbols can be
made. The rate of such a sYmbol is then

Rsym = Csym I n (2)

Placing a comma between every succesive data sYmbol is
not a good idea since this halves the effective
datarate. For example if we use a sYmbol of five bits
this would give a sYmbol rate of 99 percent. Using a
comma after each datasYmbol brings the rate down to
49.5 percent. Better is to group the datasYmbols into
frames of fixed length. If in the example a frame
length of 10 datasYmbols is used the total rate
increases to 89 percent. So if a frame length of m
sYmbols is used the total rate is

R = ( 1 - 11m ) Rsym (3)

The detection of the synchronization word (comma)
in such a scheme is fairly easy since this comma does
not occur in the datastream. If random data are assumed
once in a while this comma sYmbol will occur in the
datastream. To prevent this from happening a some form
of coding must be used. This is an extra complication
and therefore this comma scheme is not often used.
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7.3.2. The marker concept

The serialization and deserialization can be done
far more easy if no code translation takes place. Then
the synchronization word will occur in the data at
random intervals. So a synchronization method should be
used that takes this random occurrence of the
synchronization word into account. One of such methods
is the frame synchronization. In this method a frame of
known and constant length of data words are separated
by a synchronization word which is also called the
marker. At the receive side a framelock mechanism must
detect the regular occurrence of the marker in the
datastream.

Framelock mechanisms can be in different states.
Initial it is searching for the marker in the
datastream at regular intervals. This state is called
'unlocked' or 'searching'. When it has found the marker
and has verified its regular occurrence then it changes
to a state call 'locked'. Various schemes of verifying
the regular occurrence of the marker are known and some
will be described here.

7.3.3. One-pass lock

The most simple locking algorithm is to treat
every detected marker in the bitstream as a correct
one. This system will get into a false lock every time
a marker occurs in the random data. To get an idea of
the properties of a locking mechanism this is a good
start.

Let us assume a communication systems which
transmits blocks of D databits separated by markers m
with a length of M bits. A further assumption is that
the clock recovery is perfect, so no bitslips will ever
occur. The channel is a binary symmetric channel (BSC)
with an error rate Pee

To detect if there is a marker in the bitstream at
a given moment t we must consider a received M-tuple
bits X(t) written as a vector with

(4)

and write the Hamming distance between two received
vectors x and y as H(X,y). This simple frame lock
algorithm can then be written in the following form.

a) t := 1

b) if H(r(t),m) = 0 then go to d)
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c) t := t + 1, go to b)

d) output "Marker detected at time t."

The performance of this algorithm depends on m, M, 0,
Pe and on the statistics of the data. The data are
assumed to be random, so a one and a zero are equally
likely. Therefore the probability of the marker
occurring in the data is easy to calculate. If this
happens false aquisition on data (FAD) will occur.

(5)

A more general approach is to consider the proba
bility of the received vector ret) being detected as a
marker anywhere in the datastream. The received vector
ret) can consist of only databits, partly databits and
markerbits or solely markerbits. If the received vector
and the transmitted marker overlap in n bits
(n = 0 ••• M), then ret) consists of n markerbits
followed (or preceeded) by M-n databits. The
contribution of this overlap in the Hamming distance
when no bit errors are present is:

(6)

The probability that any received vector is
detected as a marker (acquisition at time t) can be
written as:

PA(n) = Pr{H((rt-M+1 •• rt-M+n),(m1 •• mn» = O}
• Pr{H((rt-M+n+1 •• rt),(mn+1 •• mM» = O} (7)

The second part is easy to calculate if random data are
assumed. This is then (1/2)M-n. The first part is the
probability that exactly hQ(n) bits are inverted in
exactly the right places. Th1S probability is:

So

n
Pr = ~

h o
(8)

n
PA(n) = ~ (1 - Pe)n-hO pe

hO (1/2)M-n (9)
hO

From this result two special cases can be derived. The
first is the probability to detect a pure datablock of
M bits as a marker (False Acquisition on Data).

(10)

This is the same result as derived in (5). The other
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special case is the probability to detect the correct
marker when it overlaps completely with ret) (True
Acquisition on Marker).

(11)

An interesting
correct marker
(Acquisition in
the marker is
condition that
frame.

property is the probability that the
is detected in the first frame received
One Pass). This is the probability that
detected in the right place under the
it is not detected in the rest of the

PA1P = Pr{acquisition at t = M + 01
No acquisition for t < M + O} (12)

Since these two conditions are independent this is
equal to

PA1P = Pr{No acquisition for t < M + O}
• Pr(Acquisition at t = M + O} (13)

The second part is simply PT~ as calculated in (11).
The first part is one m1nus the probability of
acquisition in the rest of the frame. This yields to

M-1
PA1P = [1 - (0-M+1)PFAO - 2 E PA(n)] PTAM (14)

n=l

Finaly it can be shown that with a correctly designed
marker the following relation will hold true.

The total result can be written as

(16)

(16a)

As an example the probabilities will be calculated
using the framelock system recommended by the CCITT in
recommendation G 742. The framelength and length of
the marker recommended are 0 = 848 bits and M = 10
bits. Assuming a biterror rate of Pe = 0.01 this
yields to

PFAO = 9.8 10-4

PTAM = 0.90

PA1P ~ 0.14

The results show that at least 10 percent of the
markers will be missed and in about 82 percent of the
frames a false marker will be detected. This
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synchronization system will be in false lock a
considerable amount of time and cannot be used in any
real communication system.

7.3.4. The CCITT recommendation G 742

A solution to the problems with the one-pass lock
algorithm is to repeat the test several times before
changing state. This means that if the system is in the
locked state a test is made one framelength later. If
the marker is not found there the system enters a
"supecting false lock". Meanwhile it keeps acting as if
it were in correct lock. Only if the marker is not
found in its expected place a fixed number of times
false lock is assumed. Then the system changes to the
'searching' state. In the 'searching' state the same
repeated test is done before changing to the 'locked'
state. This reduces the probability of false lock to a
neglectable value. This algorithm is used in the second
order mUltiplexing system recommended by the CCITT
[24]. Some interesting properties of this algorithm
will now be described.

7.3.4.1. The algorithm

It has four states:

A) Unlocked or searching

B) Suspecting lock

C) Locked

D) Suspecting false lock.

A description of this algorithm can be written in the
following form:

A) searching

a) t := 1

b) if H(r(t),m) = 0 then
go to d)

c) t .- t + 1, go to b).-
B) suspecting lock

d) tl .- t, i .- 0.- .-
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e) if t = t1 + M + 0 then
go to g)

f) t := t + 1, go to e)

g) if H(r(t),m) 1= 0 then
go to a)

h) i .- i + 1, t1 .- t1 + M + 0, t .- t + 1.- .- .-
i) if i = 4 then

go to k)

j) go to e)

C) locked

k) if t = t1 + M + 0 then
go to m)

1) t := t + 1, go to k)

m) if H(r(t),m) 1= 0 then
go to 0)

n) "r(t) is the marker", t .- t + 1, go to k).-
0) suspecting false lock

0) j .- 0, t1 .- t1 + M + 0, t .- t + 1.- .- .-
p) if t = t1 + M + 0 then

go to r)

q) t .- t + 1, go to p).-
r) "r(t) is the marker"

s) if H(r(t),m) = o then
t1 := t1 + M + 0, t .- t + 1, go to k).-

t) j := j + 1,

u) if j = 4 then
go to a)

v) t1 := t1 + M + 0, t .- t + 1, go to p).-

7.3.4.2. The state transitions

Interesting are the probabilities of transitions
between the different states. Some transitions between
are not possible. For example the transition between
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'locked' and 'unlocked' will never occur directly. This
must always happen via the state "suspecting false
lock". In the same way the transition from 'unlocked'
to 'locked' must always go via the state "supecting
lock". The allowed transitions are given in figure
7.1.

A
searching

B
suspecting lock

<===>

---------------r------1------1--------------
o C
suspecting locked

false lock <===>

I
Fig. 7.1. The allowed state transitions

For each of these transitions a probability can be
calculated. For example for the transition from A to B
the probability PAB is the probability of finding a
marker anywhere in the bitstream.

All six transition probabilities can be
calculated, but other characteristics are more
interesting. For example the probability that the
system will go out of lock while it is in correct lock.
If these probabilities are very small the mean time
between the occurrence of these state changes can be
estimated.

7.3.4.3. False-lock while searching

It is assumed that the search starts directly after the
received marker was in the right place (which would be
the case if unlock occured). Now the probability of
going into false lock is the probability of going to
state B in the wrong place combined with the
probability of detecting the marker three times in this
wrong place. The second probability is smaller than
PFAO to the third power (15). So

Pr(B=>Clwrong place) S PFA03 (18)

The first probability is the probability of qoinq to
state B in the wrong place in the first frame plus the
probability of going to state B in the second frame
under the condition that the real marker was not
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detected etc. Since the probability that the marker is
not detected n times is (1 - PTAM)n this yields

@
Pr(A=>Blwrong) S E (D+M-1)PFAD(1-PTAM)k (19)

PTAM)n this yields to

~

Pr(A=>Blwrong) S E (D+M-1)PFAD(1-PTAM)k (19)
k=O

So

~

Pr(A=>C Iwrong) S (D+M-1)PFAD4 E (l-PTAM)k (20)
k=O

Together with the results in (17) this leads to

Pr(A=>C/wrong) S 7.9 10-10 (21)

Interesting is that the sum in (20) is in the order of
1.2 which means that the main part is the probability
of detection of the marker within the first frame after
the unlock.

7.3.4.4. Unlock while in correct lock

Another characteristic probability of a synchronization
system is the probability that the systems becomes
unlocked while it was correctly locked on the marker.
In the CCITT algorithm this means that the marker must
be received with an error four times in a row. So

which means that if in lock the system will get out of
lock after a mean value of 10000 frames. From this the
mean time between the occurence of such an event can be
calculated using the following relation:

Tf is the duration of one frame. k is a constant
somewhere between one and the number of retries before
changing to the unlocked state. The precisely value of
k is not known due to the many possible state
transitions. For example the transition C to D is

Pr(C=>Alcorrect lock) = (1 - PTAM)4

With (17) this becomes

Pr(C=>Alcorrect lock) = 10-4

TUnl =k Tf / Pr(c=Alcorrect lock)

(22)

(23)

(24)
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possible in every frame as is the transition from 0 to
C but the transition 0 to A only when three frames in
state D. So unlock is not simply a result of a fixed
number of tests in a row and then starting again. That
would lead to k being precisely the number of tests.
In the calculations that followed the value of k used
is one. The maximum error made is then a factor four
(four retries), which means that the mean times
calculated can be up to a factor four greater. With a
frame duration of 100.4 10-6 s this leads to a mean
value of 1 second between two unlocks (not counting the
time involved to get in lock again).

If a BER of 10-4 is assumed these values change to
10-12 and a mean time of about 3 year.

7.3.4.5. False lock while in correct lock

The to above derived results can be combined to the
probility that the system will get into false lock
while it is in correct lock.

Pr(correct lock => false lock) =

Pr(C=>Alcorrect lock) . Pr(A=>clwrong place) (25)

With (21) and (23) this leads to a probability of

Pr(correct lock => false lock) = 7.9 10-14 (26)

This yields a mean time in the order of 40 years
between two false locks.

7.3.4.6. Conciderations on the accuracy

The calculations showed are not very accurate. They
give merely an indication of the quality of used
algorithms and systems. Further in the derivations some
simplifications are made. For example in the
calculation of the probability of false lock while
searching only the false lock directly out of searching
was considered. It is possible that it goes into a
false state B, then goes back to state A whereafter it
again goes to state B falsely and then goes to a false
lock. These possibilities are not taken into account
and as a result the calculated probabilities may be to
small.
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7.3.5. The improvement of the CCITT algroithm

In literature [8] a slight variation on the CCITT
algorithm is proposed. The main solution is the same as
in the CCITT algorithm. It uses also a repetitive check
if the marker is in the right place with a framelength
distance between two consecutive markers. The
difference is the exclusion of an unlocked state. This
means that the system is always locked. It can be
falsely lock of course but it is always locked. This
reduces the number of states to two. Namely a 'locked'
state and a "suspecting false lock" state.

7.3.5.1. The algorithm by C. Auzet

A discription of the algorithm in words could be
as follows. Initially the system is in lock. If a
marker is found in a place where it is not expected the
systems changes to "suspecting false lock". The
location in the frame where this marker was found is
stored. If at the end of the frame the marker is found
in its normal place the system goes back to the
'locked' state. If it is not found there the system
remains in the "suspecting false lock state" and looks
for a marker in the same location in the next frame. If
it is not found there the system also goes back to the
'locked' state. If it is found then a counter is
incremented. If the marker is detected in this
alternative place a fixed number of times and in the
mean time the marker is not found in the original
place, the systems relocks on this alternative marker.
This can also be written in the following form.

a) t .- 0, tl .- t, s := t, i := 0.- .-
b) t := t + 1

c) if t = tl + M + D then
go to 1)

d) if i 1= 0 then
go to g)

e) if B(r(t),m) 1- o then.-
go to b)

f) i .- 1, s .- t, go to b).- .-
g) if t 1= s + M + D then

go to b)

h) if B(r(t) ,m) 1- o then.-
i := 0, go to b)
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i) i := i + 1, s .- s + M + D.-
j) if i < K then

go to b)

k) t1 := t, i .- 0, go to b).-
1) if B{r{t) ,m) = 0 then

i := 0

m) "r{t) is the marker", t1 .- t1 + M + D,.- go to b)

7.3.5.2. The probability of false lock

If the system is in correct lock itan go to false
lock in only one way. First a marker must be detected
somewhere in the frame. The probability that this
happens is given by

Pr{marker in frame) ~ (M + D - 1) PFAD (27)

Secondly in the next three frames the marker must not
be found in the correct place (1 - PTAM)3 and must be
found in exactly the same place in the frame S PFAD3 •
This leads to a probability of false lock of

Pr{fa1se lock) ~ (M+D-1) PFAD4 (1-PTAM)3 (28)

Again with the results of (16a) this yields to a
probability of

Pr{fa1se lock) S 7.9 10-13 (29)

Which leads to a mean time between two such events in
the order of 4 years. This is shorter than the value
deduced in (26) but this mechanism can never go out of
lock. At a BER of 10-2 the loss of lock in the CCITT
algorithm will occur once in a second (not counting the
time needed to get into lock again). So the performance
of both algorithms is in the same order as to the
probability of false lock, but the CCITT algorithm will
go out of lock frequently whereas the enhanced
a1gortihm can never go out of lock.

7.3.6. Graph theory

In the theory thusfar shown the predictions are only
accurate for the means over a long time. No short term
predictions like the mean lock time after unlock can be
given in this way. In [8] it is shown that predictions
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of this kind can be given with graph theory. In this
paragraph a short resume of the results in [8] shall be
given.

Fig. 7.2. The basic graph

7.3.6.1. The basic graph

A simple graph is given in figure 7.2. It has only one
entrance and one exit. Its transfer function is A(z) in
the z domain. The mean time of going through this graph
is A'(l). If the transfer funktion can be written in
the form A(z)=u(z)/v(z) then it follows that

A'(z) = v(z)u'(z)-u(z)v'(z)
v (z)

And because u(l) = vel)

A'(l) = u'(l)-v'(l)
vel)

7.3.6.2. c. Auzet's algorithm

(30)

(32)

In figure 7.3. the graph of the algorithm by C. Auzet
is given. The balloons represent the different states
and the terms next to the arrows define the transfer
functions between the different states. Ao is the
normal state if marker is found where expected. B1 is
reached is the marker is detected in the data. If the
marker is then also detected in the expected place the
system goes back to the state AO else to A1. L is the
framelength used. Po denotes the probability of finding
the marker in the place it is expected to be. Ph is the
probability of finding the marker h bits after the
place where it is expected.
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Fig. 7.3. The graph of C. Auzet's algorithm

So(z)

Fig. 7.4. Graph of lock change

7.3.6.3. The changing of lock

If any algorithm changes lock this can be represented
by the graph in figure 7.4. When this is compared to
the graph of the algorithm of C. Auzet the following
relations hold true:

(33)
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and

So(z) = PhPoZL[1+Ph(l-Po)Z~ +(Ph(l-po)ZL)a-2]

+(l-Ph)Z[l+Ph(l-po)Z~ +(Ph(l-po)ZL)a-l]

PhPoZL[l-(Ph(l-po)zL)a-l]+(l-Ph)Z[l-(Ph(l-po)ZL)a]
=---------------------------

l-Ph(l-PO)zL

From this the total transfer function S(z) can be
calculated in the following way:

S(z) =
Sa(z)

l-SO(z)

Pha(l-po)a-l[ZL(a-l)-Ph(l-PO)ZLa]
=----------------------------

l-PhZ~Pha(l-po)a-lpozaL-Z(l-Ph)[l-Pha(l-po)aZaL]

So S(z) can be written in the form S(z)=u(z)/v(z). And
also:

Now S'(l) can be calculated:

S' (1) =
l-Ph+LPh-Pha(l-PO) a-I (L+l-Ph-PO+PhPO)

Pha(l-PO) a-I (l-Ph+PhPO)

The probability of a change of lock is highly dependent
on the starting state. For example if the starting
state is "false lock" and the location of the marker is
h then:

Ph = 1, Po = P = (l/2)M (M = length marker)

So the mean time for the algorithm of changing from the
false lock state to the correct lock when the BER is
zero becomes now:

TL
Tc = TS'(l) =_

P

l-(l-p)a-l

(l-p)a-l
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Where T is the period of one bit (i.e. the inverse of
the transmission rate).

since p « 1 this can be aproximated by

Tc == T(a-1)L

In the same way the mean locktime can be calculated is
the marker is in the expected place. The mean locktime
is then one clockperiod or:

In the last starting state the marker is neither in the
expected place nor the reference place. In that case
the mean time before a new search for the marker is
started is:

Tr == T(1+Lp) ( Po = Ph = P )

If we want to now the mean locktime for all the
starting states the weighed sum of these three times
must be taken in the following way:

Ts = TI + (L-2)Tc + Tr

or:

Ts == LT(a+Lp)

6.3.6.4. Other characteristics

(34)

In the last subparagraph the mean locktime under all
circumstances was calculated. In the same way other
properties of the algorithme can be derived. The
results will be shown below without derivations. The
derivations can be found in [8].

a) False synchronization due to biterrors (with Z the
biterror rate and v the length of the marker and

p = (1/2)v the probability of finding the marker
in the data)

1 + Lp
Td == T (35)

p(pVZ)a-1

b) False synchronization due to strong fading (Z = 1/2)
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Fig. 7.5. The CCITT algorithm

(36)

7.3.6.5. On the CCITT algorithm

C. Auzet compares in his article [8] his own algorithm
with the standard CCITT algorithm. To do this he also
calculates the characteristic of the CCITT algorithm.
The results of these calculations are shown below
without the derivations. The graph used is displayed in
figure 7.5. In this graph A corresponds to the locked
states and C to the unlocked states. a is the number of
retries before unlock and d the number of retries
before lock is assumed. Again L is the framelength, p
the probability of finding the marker in data and Z the
biterror rate. Further is supposed that a ~ 2, d ~ 2,
L » 1 and p « 1.

a) Mean locktime

Ts ::::: LT(d+Lp)

b) Loss of lock due to biterrors

(37)

Tz ::::: LT{ 1 +
1

LvZ
} (vZ)1-a (38)
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c) Loss of lock due to strong fading (Z = 1/2)

a - 1
Tf ~ LTa{ 1 + P } (39)

2

d) Mean time before a false-lock situation is detected

Tp ~ LT( a + 1 + Lp ) (40)
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8. THE IMPLEMENTED MECHANISMS

In the previous chapter some theoretical properties of
framelock algorithms were deduced. In this chapter will
be shown what the properties of the implemented
algorithms are.

8.1. Design considerations

The serial dataformat transmitted by the channel coder
is described in section 5.3.4. The groups of 3350
databytes represent 8 lines of the video picture. A
complete video picture consists of 625 lines and has a
duration in time of 40 ms. So one line takes 64 ~s and
a 8L-groupt 512 ~s.

A complete videopicture consists of 625 lines.
This is a total of 78.125 8L-groups per picture. In
effect the channel coder transmits 77 8L-groups with
information and one 9L-group. It is transmitted during
the vertical blanking period. So it does not carry
valid information. This 9L group has a duration in
time of 576 ~s. In the channel decoder it is used as
the videoframe synchronization signal (i.e. two
groupstart-pulses are 576 ~s apart).

The serial receiver must extract the following
timing information from the serial bitstream:

a) Byte synchronization
The deserializer must be able to extract the
databytes from the bitstream.

b) 8L group synchronization
The deserializer must know where in the
datastream an 8L group begins.

c) Videoframe synchronization
To restore the groupstart pulse correctly the
deserializer must know where the 9L-group in
the datastream is.

It was decided to solve these problems by three
different lock mechanisms. In the next section the
synchronization frame format is explained and in the
following three sections the three lock mechanisms.

8.2. The serial fOrmat

Since timing is important it was decided to keep the
control as simple as possible. This lead to a format
with an integral number of bytes in every possible unit
(i.e. the marker, the frame and all the groups).
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8.2.1. The calculations

The first choice te be made was the length of the
marker or sync-word. If the framelength was to be in
the order of the CCITT algorithm in chapter 7, then the
marker should not be shorter than the one used in that
algorithm. Since it was decided to use integral number
of bytes a markerlength of 16 bit was chosen. with a
dataframe length in the order of 848 bits this is 1.9
percent of synchronization information.

Secondly the framelength was chosen. It was
decided to divide an 8L-group as well as an 9L-group
into an integral number of frames. This lead to the
conclusion that an integral number of frames should be
transmitted in one linetime of 64 ~s.

An 8L-group consists of 3350 databytes at the
start of each group a groupsync marker shall be added.
If we reserve for the marker a maximum length of 80
bits (10 bytes) the data that should be transmitted in
512 ~s is 3361 bytes. Since in one linetime an integral
number of 8 bits should fit, the data that must be
transmitted is at least 421 bytes. If 1.9 percent of
synchronization is added to these 421 bytes this yields
429 bytes in 64 ~s. From this can be concluded that the
minimum serial bitrate that must be used is :

BITRATEmin = 429 * 8 / 64 10-6 = 53.625 Mbit/s

Since at the time the cristals for the serial clock
were ordered a miscalculation was made the real bitrate
used is:

BITRATE = 54.000 Mbit/s

At this bitrate there is also a mUltiple of 8 bit in
64 ~s since:

54 106 * 64 10-6 / 8 = 432 bytes

In an 8L-group there are now 8 x 432 = 3456 bytes. The
minimum amount was 8 x 429 = 3432 bytes. This means
that an extra amount of 24 dummy bytes with no
information must be added at the end of each 8L group.
This leads to an extra loss in rate of 0.7 percent.

From these 3456 bytes per 8L group about 1.9
percent is sync information. This lead to the following
frameformat.
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8.2.2. The format

In an 8L group there are 32 frames of 864 bit. At the
start of each frame is a marker of sixteen bit. This
marker is followed by 848 databits. Directly after the
first marker in an 8L-group comes a group header of
32 bits (i.e. four parallel bytes). This 32 bit header
is long enough as will be seen in the following
sections. The format with a header of four bytes is
given in figure 8.1.

---------- 108 8YTES ---------

lSi I S2 I Hi I H2 I H3 I H4 1 01 I 02

I S1 I S2 101031010510106101071

32 FRAMES

lSi 1 S2 132831328413285132861

102051020610207102081

I x I x I x I x

Fig. 8.1. The serial group format

A whole videoframe of 40 ms consists of 78 of
these 8L-groups. After these 78 groups one 1L-group is
transmitted. This 1L-group contains four sync frames
and a Videoframe header of 32 bits. This header is used
as the videoframe synchronization. A picture of these
79 groups is given in figure 8.2.

32 FRAMES

I F 1 I F2 I F3 I F4 I F5 I 1F29 1F30 I F31 I F3g]

I F 1 IF2 In I F4 I F5 1 1F29 1F30 I F31 1F3::> I

78 BL GROUPS

IF1 JF2 In IF4 IF5 I F29 1F30 1F31 I F32 I

Fig. 8.2. The format of a video frame
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8.2.3. The synchronization words

In [10] there are two lists of possible markers from
seven bits to 34 bits length. One was from Maury and
Styles using a minimal average calculation method. The
other was from Turyn using a minimax calculation
method. The latter is especially suited for symmetric
channels so a marker from this list was chosen. The
marker for the byte synchronization chosen is:

syncword = EE16 Hex = 1110111000010110 binary

In the same way a groupheader was chosen. The
groupheader consists of four consecutive bytes in the
parallel bytestream. Errors in these bytes are
statistically independent. So the header was chosen to
be four times the same byte. From the list the
following byte was taken:

groupheader = 4 x B8 Hex = 4 x 10111000 binary

The videoframe header is also four bytes long. A
maximum Hamming distance from the groupheader leads to
minimum probability of confusing the two. Therefore the
videoframeheader was chosen to be the inverse of the
groupheader.

Vframeheader = 4 x 47 Hex = 4 x 01000111 binary

Fig. 8.3. The graph of the CCITT algorithm
with a = d = 4

8.3. The byte lock

In chapter 7. two framelock algorithms were
It was decided to make a choice between
algortithms. Calculations were made about
important properties of these algorithms

presented.
these two
the most
such as
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locktime and mean time before unlock. Also a simulation
on a computer was done with these algorithms.

8.3.1. The CCITT algorithm

The algorithm was tested with a = d = 4. The graph of
this algorithm is given in figure 8.3. The calculations
where both done using the theory in the first part of
chapter 7. and using the graph theorie of C. Auzet. The
BER used in the calculations are both 10-2 as 10-4 • The
results are listed below. The numbers in brackets at
the end of each line denote the number of the formula
of chapter 7. used in the calculations.

A) General 1ocktime

1) at Pe = 10-4

normal theory: no answer

Graph theory: Tlock s:::: 62 ~s

2) at Pe = 10-2

normal theory: no answer

Graph theory: Tlock s:::: 62 ~s

B) Loss of synchronization due to biterrors

1) at Pe = 10-4

normal theory: Tunl ~ 28 days

Graph theory: Tunl s:::: 2 hours

2) at Pe = 10-2

normal theory: TUnl ~ 30 ms

Graph theory: TUnl s:::: 4 ms
C) Loss of synchronization due to fading

Pe = 0.5

normal theory: no answer

Graph theory: TUnl s:::: 61 ~s

(37)

(37)

(22,24)

(38)

(22,24)

(38)

(39)
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Fig. 8.4. The graph of C. Auzet's algorithm
with a = 4

8.3.2. The algorithm by C. Auzet

To get a good comparison the algorithm was used with
a = 4. The Graph of the algorithm is displayed in
fi9¥re 8.4. Below are the results again for BER's of
10-4 and 10-2 •

A) General locktime

1) at Pe = 10-4

normal theory : no answer

Graph theory: Tlock = 64 IJs

2) at Pe = 10-2

normal theory: no answer

Graph theory: Tlock = 64 IJs

(34)

(34)

B) False lock due to biterrors (unlock not possible)

1) at Pe = 10-4

normal theory: Tfalse ~ 1.4 1012 year (28,24)

Graph theory: Tfalse = 3 1012 year (35)
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2) at Pe = 10-2

normal theory: Tfalse ~ 3.4 106 year (28,24)

Graph theory: Tfalse ~ 2.7 106 year (35)

C) Loss of synchronization due to fading

Pe = 0.5

normal theory: Tfalse ~ 11,600 year (28,24)

Graph theory: Tfalse ~ 11,000 year (36)

The last results should not be taken to seriously since
if the BER is 0.5 bitslip is sure to take place in
11,000 year. But if the period of strong fading is very
short it could stay in lock.

8.3.3. Computer simulations

Two simulation programs were written in Pascal. One for
each algorithm. They were executed on a Personal
com~uter. The Biterror rate was varied from 10-2 to
10-. The simulation was done for 2000 8L groups or
63260 frames. In table 8.1. the results of this
simulation are listed.

BER unlocks false locks
CCITT C Auzet

10-2 41 0

10-3 0 0

10-4 0 0

10-5 0 0

Table 8.1. Results simulation

Interesting are the 41 unlocks of the CCITT algorithm
at the BER of 10-2 • With a total of 63260 syncpatterns
this is one unlock per 1543 syncpatterns. That is once
in 25 ms which seems to indicate that the normal theory
is somewhat more accurate than the Graph theory (see
section 8.3.1.).
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8.3.4. Choice of an algorithm

Based on the results of both the calculations and the
simulations a choice was made to use the algorithm of
C. Auzet. The choice was made in favour of this
algorithm because it is better in periods of degraded
BER's. This won't happen to often in good dimensioned
satellite links, but even in the short periods of
degraded signals it is nice to receive a picture
(although heavily distorted).

8.4. Grouplock

As was stated in paragraph 8.2.2. an 8L group always
starts with a bytesync word and directly after that
sync-word the groupheader. This means that a locking
algorithm will only have to look for this groupheader
directly after a bytesync word. Assumed that the
bytelock mechanism is correctly in lock. For this
reason the number of places where the groupheader can
be expected is 32 per group. In the rest of the
deductions it is assumed that the bytelock is correctly
in lock.

The number of places the groupheader can be
expected is 32. As a result of this no overlap between
groupheader and data can ever occur. So the locking
algorithm can be of a much simpler sort than the
bytelock.

found

found

found found

I---'n..;.::o::..:t,---,-fo:::..:u::.:.n=d----l C0

Fig. 8.5. The graph of the group lock

The graph of the algorithm used is displayed in
figure 8.5. In the rest of this section will be shown
that this algorithm is indeed good enough.

The probability of detecting the true marker is:

PTAM = (1-Pe )32

The probability of detecting a marker in data alone is:

PFAD = (1/2)32 = 2.3 10-10
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When the algorithm is in correct lock the probability
of false lock is the probability of not finding the
marker in the correct place twice and then finding the
marker in one of the other 31 places in the next
8L-group.

Pfalse = P{twice notlcorrect lock}.
P{found in data}

With PTAM and PFAD this leads to

Pfalse = (l-PTAM) 2 {1 - (1-PFAD)31)

with a BER of 10-4 this leads to a probability of

Pfalse = 5.4 10-14

Which leads to a mean time between to such events of

Tfalse = 300 year

If the same calculation is performed with a BER of 10-2
this changes to

Pfalse = 5 10-10

and

Tfalse = 121 days

So under normal circumstances the grouplock algorithm
will not go into false lock.

8.5. Videoframe-Iock

With the algorithm in the previous section the
groupstarts can be found. Once in every 78 groups a 9L
group has to be produced. To detect the place where
this must be done a videoframe-header was included in
the serial format (paragraph 8.2.2.). If it is assumed
that the grouplock algorithm is in lock then the
algorithm that locks on the videoframe-header can be of
a very simple form. Therefore no statediagram of this
algorithm is possible.

A groupcounter counts the groupheaders found. Once
in every 79 groups a 1L-group is expected. There the
grouplock mechanism assumes a group of four frames. If
the real 1L-group (i.e. the videoframe-header) is not
in this place nothing happens at that moment. Somewhere
else the normal group-header is replaced by the
videoframe-header (i.e. the 1L-group). On detecting
this videoframe-header the groupcounter is simply reset
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to zero.
The probability of the group-header changing into

the videoframe-header is very low since the Hamming
distance is maximum (i.e. the Vframe-header is the
inverse of the group-header). So the probability of a
false lock after correct lock is established is:

Pfalse = Pe
32

Even with a degraded BER of 10-1 this gives:

Pfalse = 10-32

and

Tfalse ~ 1021 year

So it can be concluded that the group-lock will go out
of lock long before the videoframe-lock will.
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9. IMPLEMENTATION

In former chapters the theory behind the solution
chosen was covered. This chapter deals with the way
these theoretical solutions are implemented in
hardware. Only block diagrams of the different parts in
the hardware will be given. The reason for this is that
the circuit drawings are not always that easy to read
(especially the EeL circuits).

Figure 9.1. and 9.2. give the basic block diagrams
of the serial transmitter and serial receiver which
both consist of several line receivers and linedrivers.
The serial receiver also contains a switch in the
parallel datastream. With this switch a choice can be
made between the bypass parallel stream and the
deserialized datastream. The most important parts of
the serial transmitter and serial receiver are the
serializer and the deserializer. The next two sections
deal with the way these two parts are realized in
hardware.

PARALLEL IN

I
LINE I

RECEIVER

[
PAR. LINE I

DRIVER

BYPASS OUT

ISERI AL I ZER]

I
SER. LINE I

DRIVER

SERIAL OUT

Fig. 9.1. Block diagram of the serial transmitter
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SERIAL IN

PAR. LINE
RECEIVER

SER. LINE
RECEIVER

LINE
DRIVER

PARALLEL OUT

Fig. 9.2. Block diagram of the serial receiver

9.1. The serializer

This part of the serial transmitter performs the actual
serialization of the parallel data. At regular
intervals, it also adds the necessary synchronization
words.

Figure 9.3. gives a block diagram of the different
parts within the serializer. A description of the
different parts will be given in the following sections.

9.1.1. TXPLL

The function of this part is to generate the 54 MHz
serial clock from the 16.15625 MHz parallel clock.
Figure 9.4. gives the block diagram of the TXPLL.

The 54 MHz clock signal is generated by a VCXO. A
VCXO was chosen to guarantee a stable clock signal with
little phase noise. Both clock signals are then divided
down to a frequency of 31.25 kHz that is twice
the line frequency.

The phase comparator used is a flipflop
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START

PARCLK
15.15525 MHz

DATA AND SYNC

SERDAT

Fig. 9.3. Block diagram of the serializer

16 15625 MHz

54 MHz

Fig. 9.4. Block diagram of the TXPLL

comparator with tri state output which always brings
the phase difference to zero. The output is only low
impedance during a phaselag of one of the signals.
Therefore, there is very little FM modulation effect in
the 31.25 kHz signal. If the PLL is not in lock, the
output of the phase comparator will be a function of
the frequency difference. This makes the capture and
the holding range of the PLL equal to the frequency
range of the VCXO.

The loop filter is of the thirdorder type with a
DC gain of about 20. The 3 dB bandwidth is about 30 Hz.
A thirdorder loop filter was used in order to obtain
good PLL step response.
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PARSTART 0 Q
~

CK IT

SERSTART
~

0 Q LLJ

SERCLK
CK IT

Fig. 9.5. Start translation and group delay

9.1.2. start translation and groupdelay

The parallel datastream which comes from the channel
coder is divided in groups of 3351 bytes, all of which
occur every 512 ~s. The start of such an 8L-group is
marked by a start pUlse which is transmitted via a
different line. These start pulses have a duration of
62 ns. Which is one period of the parallel data clock.
In order to synchronize the serializer correctly, these
start pulses must be adapted to one period of the
serial clock. This operation is carried out by the
startpulse translation circuit.

Figure 9.5. gives a blockdiagram of the
"startpulse translation". The length of the startpulse
is reduced to 18 ns by means of the two flip-flops. The
phase difference between the two clock signals at the
beginning of the start pulse is not known due to the
lock method of the PLL. The phase difference is
constant because the 8L-group length is 8 times longer
than one television line. In addition to this, the
basic PLL frequency is twice the television line
frequency.

If the phasedifference is in the order of the
setup time of the flip-flops used, jitter will result
int the start pulse. Because of this, the group length
in the serial section does not always consist of 27648
periods but also can consist of 27647 or 27649 periods.
The above mentioned jitter is corrected in the distance
equalizer. A serial group must contain an exact number
of bytes (i.e. 27648 = 3456 x 8). When at any time a
grouplength of 27647 periods is detected it will delay
the start pulse one period until a group of 27649
occurs. In this way a constant group length is
restored.

The groupdelay is necessary to delay the video
framestart by one 8L-group. A videoframe consists of
625 lines. In the parallel format, this leads to 77 8L
groups and one 9L-group. As the data is delayed one
group time in the groupbuffer, the start pUlse of this
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9L-group should also be delayed by one group time. This
operation is performed by the groupdelay unit.

9.1.3. Shiftregister

Within the serializer, the parallel data is converted
to serial form by means of board "shiftregister". This
is performed by means of an 8-bit shift register. After
the last bit has been shifted out, the shift register
is reloaded parallely with the next 8 bits. A
block diagram of this board is given in figure 9.6.

It contains four eight bit shift registers. The
load generator register is loaded by every start pulse
and generates a cycle of seven high levels and one low
level. This is the load pulse cycle. The active part of
which is the logic zero period. These load pulses load
the parallel databytes into the shift register.

Shift register serclk/8 is loaded with four high
levels and four low levels at each load pulse. When
shifted out, this produces a clocksignal of 54/8 = 6.75
MHz. The high and low level positions are selected by
means of eight dip switches, thus eight different phase
relationships between the load pulse and serclk/8 are
possible.

PARDAT SHIFT
REG

CK
SERDAT

PL

LOAD SERCK
L..rU"1..JU1.JL GEN /8

SERCLK/8SERCLK CK - CK -, i L
SERSTART PL PL
~

SERST
/8

'- CK
SERSTART/8

---, r

PL

Fig. 9.6. The shiftregister unit

In the same way the start/8 shift register is
loaded with eight low levels by means of each
start pulse. When the bits are shifted out a high level
is shifted in at the least significant bit. This means
that a start pulse of 8 times the original pulse length
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is created.
The serclk/8 and start/8 signals are used in the

rest of the serializer to create a shift register data
rate of 6.75 Mbyte/s.

9.1.4. Groupbuffer

The parallel datastream from the channel coder arrives
at a rate of 16.15625 Mbyte/s. In paragraph 9.1.3. it
is stated that the rate at the input of the shift
register should be 6.75 Mbyte/s. The rateconversion is
performed by the groupbuffer.

Figure 9.7. gives a blockdiagram of the
groupbuffer. This buffer is divided into two separate
memories, each of 4 kbyte and each with its own
bytecounter. This is a two phase memory i.e. while the
received bytes are written into one memory section at a
rate of 16.15625 Mbyte/s, the other is read at the
lower rate of 6.75 Mbyte/s. The receiving section is
initiated by the parallel start pulse and stops
automatically after 3350 bytes. After this it remains
inactive until the end of the 8L-group. When this point
has been reached, the mode of the two memory sections
is reversed by means of the buffer change pulse
(BUFCHP).

II ST ART ADDRESS I
DIPSWITCHES

BUFCHP I

~
I

~I
RESET +- rl~ RESETCOUNTER A C K COUNTER B

1 1
ADDRESS ADDRESS

RAM A RAM B
4k x B 4k x B

WE I-- - WE

CE ~ r- CE

DIO-7 t t t 116 Mbyte/s I 000-7
6. 75 Mbyte/s

SERCLK/8 CONTROL
PARCLK LOGIC
PARSTART
BUFDE
BUFCHP

Fig. 9.7. The group buffer
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9.1.5. Sequencer and sync prom

The groupbuffer described above requires a buffer
change pulse before the parallel startpulse.
Furthermore the bytes to be serialized should not be
read out at a constant rate of 6.75 Mbyte/s but at
blocks which allow intervals within which the
synchronization bytes are added. These functions are
controlled by the sequencer board.

Figure 9.8. gives the blockdiagram of the
sequencer in combination with the sync prom which
contains the synchronization words.

MAGN. LATCH
COMPo SCRA"BLER SCRA"BLER

--+ >1
RESET RESET

BU~OE

-;:=::
BU~CHP

CLK I--

ICOUN- PROM BUFOE
TER 07

BU~CHP

SERCLK/8 05 SYNCOE
CLK AODRESS os

START/8 OO-O~I-- PROM L.J. ATCH
RESET

OE

'--t AQORESS
SYNC

BYTE
SYNC CLK

I

Fig. 9.8. The sequencer

The sequencer consists of a byte counter which
counts at a frequency of 6.75 MHz. The output of this
counter is used as an address for a 4 kbyte prom. The
counter is reset by means of every start/8 pUlse. The
three most significant bits are used to generate the
BUFCHP, the buffer output enable signal (BUFOE) and the
sync output enable signal (SYNCOE). The five least
significant bits contain the address of the byte in the
syncprom which is inserted into the datastream. When a
syncbyte is inserted into the bitstream the relevant
address is applied to the syncprom at the same moment
that SYNCOE goes low. At the same time BUFOE goes high
to ensure that no byte is read from the groupbuffer.

The magnitude comparator is used to generate a
reset signal for the scrambler. It makes use of the
fact that the bytesync word is contained in the two
lowest bytes of the sync prom.
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9.1.6. Scrambler

If the serial datastream is modulated onto a carrier by
means of QPSK, the clocksignal will be lost. At the
demodulator the clocksignal must be recovered from the
datastream. This is done with the aid of the level
transitions in the received datastream. In order to
regenerate the clock signal accuratly, there must be
sufficient transitions present in the data stream.

In the case of random data this is no problem,
however, relevant data is never random. In fact if DCT
is performed on data from a video picture the
probability of very long rows of zero's is high. For
example, a picture which contains only one colour gives
only nonzero values in coefficient (0,0). All the
higher order coefficients are theoretically zero. When
serialized, this means that rows of about 200 zero's
are quite possible.

To avoid this problem the serial data is scrambled
by the scrambler. It consists of a pseudo random
generator which is started directly after each bytesync
word. The data is exored with the output of this
generator. The blockdiagram of the scrambler is given
in figure 9.9.

SERDAT I EXOR I SERDAT

I I

SERCLK PSEUDO

RESET RANDOM
GENERATOR

DATA

RESET

I SYNC WORD DATA

Fig. 9.9. The scrambler

The main part in the scrambler is the pseudo
random generator. This circuit produces a pseudo random
bit stream which is exored with the data bit stream.
The pseudo random generator is loaded with a known
startvalue during the resetpulse, which is active
during a sync word. This not only ensures that the
sync words are not scrambled but also that the above
mentioned generator starts directly after the syncword.
When in the deserializer the sync word is detected, a
second pseudo random generator is started synchronously
with its counterpart in the serializer. This ensures
correct data descrambling.
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A block diagram of the pseudo random generator is
given in figure 9.10. This generator is based upon a 10
bits shift register with feedback of the exored result
of the third and the 10th bit to the first bit input.
The polynome it represents is:

1 + X3 + X10

This polynome is primitive and irreducible [23]. The
result is a pseudo random cycle of 210_1 periods. OVer
the total cycle the probability of one's and zero's
occuring is almost equal to a half. Since a frame is
848 databits long a good distribution between one's and
zero's is achieved.

Fig. 9.10. The shift register with feedback

The startvalue of the pseudo random generator is
parallel loaded into the shiftregister by every reset.
This startvalue is chosen such that the probability of
the syncword occuring in the output of the pseudo
random generator is zero.

SERDAT

SERCLK PLL
PARCLK

16. 15625 ~Hl

DATA

PARCLK

Fig. 9.11. Block diagram of the deserializer
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9.2. The deserializer

in
of

the
the

words

This part of the serial receiver performs
deserialization of the data and restores
synchronization signals by locking to the sync
embedded in the serial bitstream.

The blockdiagram of the deserializer is given
figure 9.11. A description of the different parts
the deserializer is given in the following sections.

9.2.1. RXPLL

This part is almost identical to the TXPLL in the
serializer. The difference is that the VCXO runs at
16.15625 MHz and the reference frequency is 54 MHz. The
lock frequency again is 31.25 kHz and also the same
third order loop filter is used. Figure 9.12. gives a
block diagram of the RXPLL.

54 MHz

16.15625 MHz

Fig. 9.12. The RXPLL

9.2.2. Bytelock

At the serializer the data bytes are transmitted one
after another. At regular intervals 16 bit sync words
are embedded in the bit stream to make it possible to
identify the start and end of the data bytes. The
deserializer locks to these sync words using the
algorithm described in section 8.1. This function is
carried out by the byte lock section of the
deserializer. The block diagram of the byte lock
section is given in figure 9.13.

In section 8.1. it has been mentioned that the
lock circuit should always be in lock (i.e.
continuously creating sync pulses at regular
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Fig. 9.13. Bytelock unit

intervals), even if sync words are not detected. This
is achieved by means of a modulo 864 counter (16 bit
syncword + 848 databits). This circuit is known as the
sync counter. This counter always generates a syncpulse
(RESET) at zero count.

The sync words in the bit stream are detected by
means of a 16 bit shift register together with a 16 bit
comparator. The sync word desired can be selected via
16 dip switches. If the word in the shiftregister
matches the word in the dipswitches the comparator
produces a pulse (EQUAL).

If the EQUAL pulses occur at the regular interval
of 864 periods, the modulo 864 counter will be aligned
with the EQUAL pulses. This is achieved using a second
modulo 864 counter known as the search counter.

If the EQUAL pulse does not occur synchronously
with a RESET pUlse, the search counter will be started,
the search lock indicater LI is set and the retry
counter is loaded with 3. When LI is set, the control
logic will only look for EQUAL pulses at the zero
count of either of the modulo 864 counters. If now at
zero count of the sync counter an EQUAL pulse is
detected (i.e. the sync counter is properly aligned),
LI is reset and the search for the sync word
reinitiated. However, if at zero count of the sync
counter there is no EQUAL pulse and one is present at
zero count of the search counter, LI stays set and the
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retry counter is decremented by one.
The sync counter will only be realigned with the

search counter after the following conditions have
been fulfilled:

a) LI is still set after four 864 periods
b) the retry counter is decremented to zero

This now means that the position of the sync words in
the bit stream has been detected.

The RESET pUlses generated by the sync counter are
not equal to the groupstart pulses. In fact there are
32 RESET pulses in each group and the search for the
groupstart (i.e. video synchronization) is carried out
by the group/frame lock section.

9.2.3. Descrambler

The descrambler operates in exactly the same way as its
counterpart in the serializer. It is reloaded with the
a start value by each RESET pulse, which is generated
by the byte lock unit. The start value is equal to the
start value in the serializer. The block diagram of the
descrambler is given in fiqure 9.14.

SERDAT I EXOR I SERDAT
I I

SERCLK PSEUDO
RESET RANDOM

GENERATOR

DATA

RESET

I SYNC WORD

u
DATA

Fig. 9.14. The descrambler

9.2.4. Shiftregister

The "shiftregister lt is the unit where the actual
deserialization is performed. A block diagram is given
in fiqure 9.15. As its counterpart in the serializer it
consists of 4 shiftregisters. A load generator, a
serclk/8 generator, a reset/8 generator and a shift
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register which is used to deserialize the data bytes.
The load generator is programmed to produce a load
pulse when a data byte is present in the shift
register. This is copied into a latch awaiting further
processing.

SERDAT SHIFT LATCH
REG

- CK
PARDAT

I

CK

PL PL

LOAD SERCK
lSl.n.11..fU1.. GEN IS
SERCLK CK fo- I- CK

SERCLK/S
-, I L

RESET
PL PL

~

RESET
IS

"- CK RESET IS
---, r

PL

Fig. 9.15. The shiftregister unit

9.2.5. Group/framelock

The group/framelock sync words are sequencies of 4
bytes in the parallel data stream. A group/framelock
sync word occurs directly after a byte syncword. The
group/frame lock unit generates the groupstart pulses
at the start of each 8L-group. The block diagram of
this part is given in figure 9.16. It consists of a
groupword detector, a videoframeword detecter, a
bytesyncpulse counter, a groupcounter, a lock indicator
and control logic contained in a PAL.

The two detectors are started directly after a
RESET/8 pulse from the shiftregister unit. They look if
the first four bytes after each RESET/8 pulse contain
their respective syncword. If so, a GEQ respectively
FEQ pulse is generated.

If LI is not set and a GEQ pulse occurs then the
modulo 32/4 counter is started and LI is set. This
counter normal is a modulo 32 counter (i.e. the number
of RESET/8 pulses in a group). After 32 RESET/8 pulses
a FEQ should occur again. If it is missing and 32
RESET/8 pulses later also, then LI is reset. When it
does occur 32 RESET/8 pulses later LI stays set.

As explained in section 8.2. the 9L-group which
indicates the video frame start is split up into a 8L-
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RESET/8 COUNT.
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Fig. 9.16. Group/frame lock

group 1L-group. The 1L-group contains the videoframe
sync word. If this videoframe sync word is detected at
the position of a groupsync word, then both the
counters are reset.

In the 1L-group the modulo 32/4 counter is set
to modulo 4, since the 1L-group is only four bytesync
frames long. If the videoframe sync word is not
detected in the expected position, both the counters
are reset and the modulo 32/4 counter is set to 4
anyway. In this way the system stays in lock if a bit
error has occured during the videoframe sync word.

Finally the PAL is used to create a groupstart
pulse in the parallel format (i.e. 77 8L-groups and one
9L-group).

9.2.6. Sequencer

The groupstart pulse is used in the sequencer to reset
a bytecounter and increment a group counter. Figure
9.17. gives the block diagram of the sequencer. The
function of the sequencer is simular to the one used in
the serializer. It signals the groupbuffer which bytes
in the parallel stream are data bytes and consequently
must be stored. The group counter generates the group
number which is stored as identity byte [16].
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Fig. 9.17. The sequencer

9.2.7. start translation and groupdelay

In this part of the serializer the groupstart pulse
which has a length of 150 ns is adapted to the length
of one clock period of the parallel dataclock (i.e. 62
ns). Again a distance equalizer is used. Figure 9.18.
gives the blockdiagram of this unit.

The deserializer contains a groupbuffer. The delay
of the groupstart pulse is carried out by the
groupdelay unit.

GRSTART 0 Q
~

CK rr
PARSTART
~

0 Q LLJ

PARCLK CK IT

Fig. 9.18. start translation and group delay
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9.2.8. Groupbuffer

The channel decoder expects the 3351 databytes with a
rate of 16.15625 Mbyte/s. The first byte is marked by
means of the groupstart pulse. The data rate from the
shiftregister unit is 6.75 Mbyte/s. The rate conversion
problem is solved in the same way as in the serializer.
A block diagram of the group buffer is given in figure
9.19.

The BUFWE signal is used to store only the
relevant databytes. This signal is generated by the
sequencer unit. At the end of a group the two memory
sections are switched in function by the BUFCHP.
Directly after the parallel groupstart pulse the
buffer transmits the contents of the memory section to
the channel decoder with the parallel datarate of
16.15625 Mbyte/s.

I ST ART ADDRESS I
DIPSWITCHES

BUFCHP I
~ ~1 1

RESET

ct--- ~K COUNTER ~SET ICOUNTER A

1 J
ADDRESS ADDRESS

RAM A RAM B
<lk x B <lk x B

WE I-- - WE

CE r- -CE

010-7 t t t I6.75 Mbyte!s I 000-7
16 Mbyte!s

SERCLK!B CONTROL
PARCLK LOGIC
PARSTART
BUFWE
BUFCHP

Fig. 9.19. The group buffer

9.3. The channel simulator

Block diagrams of an error generator and an error
insertion unit are given in section 6.4. In the
technical realisation these block diagrams were used
with one alteration. The great block of and gates were
exchanged for a block of or gates resulting in a
negative error pUlse. The bit rate in the bit stream is
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54 Mbit/s. Therefore, the error generator must operate
at a clock frequency of 54 MHz. For this reason ECL
was used and in ECL logic there are no integrated
circuits with mUlti-input and gates. Instead 5 input or
gates are available.

The probability of two different bits ocurring in
the two shiftregisters (resulting in a one as output of
the exor) is 1/2. The probability of two equal bits is
1-1/2 = 1/2 which is the same probability, only now the
output of the exor gate is zero. The error pulse is
inverted before the error-insertion unit.

9.3.1. BER's chosen

The BER's of the eventgenerator were a factor ten
apart. In chapter 8. calculations show that the
locking-mechanisms used operates accurately in really
degradated situations, therefore the highest BER is 10
1. The parallel error generator built by M de Boer [17]
had a lowest BER of 10-8 • At this BER no errors were
visible in the parallel system. The expectation was
that this would be also the case in the serial system.
Therefore, 10-8 was chosen as the lowest BER.

The technically achieveble BER is in powers of
1/2. So a wanted BER of 10-x can only be approximated
by the nearest power of (1/2)-n. In table 9.1. a table
of the BER's and the number of bits necessary is given.
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